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Abstract: The H∞ state estimation problem for a class of stochastic neural networks with Markovian jumping parameters and leakage

delay is investigated in this paper. By employing a suitable Lyapunov functional and inequality technic, the sufficient conditions for

exponential stability as well as prescribed H∞ norm level of the state estimation error system are proposed and verified, and all

obtained results are expressed in terms of strict linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). Examples and simulations are presented to show the
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1 Introduction

Due to the effect of measurement error, transmission and

transports lags, time delay exists extensively in various dy-

namical systems such as nuclear reactor systems, chemical

process systems, rolling mill and turbojet engine systems,

and it is often regarded as the main source of chaos, di-

vergence, instability and poor performance[1−3] . At the

same time, great attention is devoted to the study of neu-

ral networks systems because of their massive potential ap-

plication in pattern classification, reconstruction of mov-

ing image and combinatorial optimization. Also, many re-

searchers have focused on the stability analysis, passivity

analysis and state estimation of neural networks with differ-

ent types of time delays such as discrete delay, distributed

delay, dependent delay and independent delay, and con-

siderable exciting results have been reported in the past

years[4−12].

Recently, a special delay called leakage or forgetting de-

lay has been investigated widely since the discovery of its

existence in the real systems. As pointed out in [13], neural

networks with leakage delay are a class of special networks

systems, time-delay in the leakage term has a big impact on

the dynamics of neural networks, which has a tendency to

cause to instability, oscillations and even periodicity, some-

times the existence of leakage delay has more significant

effect on dynamics of neural networks than other kinds of

delays. A lot of exciting research results about the exis-

tence, and stability of state estimator design of systems
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with leakage delay have been reported very recently, see

[14−19] for detail. In [14], by constructing mapping the-

orem and topological degree theory, the existence, unique-

ness and global asymptotic stability of impulsive neural net-

works with leakage delay have been studied. By using the

Lyapunov functional method, linear matrix inequality ap-

proach and general convex combination technique, a class

of mixed recurrent neural networks with time delay in the

leakage term under impulsive perturbations is investigated

in [15], together with free-weighting matrix technique, the

state estimation for a class of bidirectional associative mem-

ory (BAM) neural networks with a constant delay in the

leakage term is considered in [16]. In [17], by using the

properties of M-matrix, the properties of fuzzy logic oper-

ator, eigenvalue of the spectral radius of nonnegative ma-

trices and delay differential inequality, a class of fuzzy cel-

lular neural networks with time delay in the leakage term

and impulsive perturbations are investigated. The leakage

delay studied above was considered as constant, so the re-

search on leakage delay is extended to time-varying[18−25]

case. For example, in [18], based on Lyapunov method,

triple Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional terms are employed

to study the robust stability of discrete-time uncertain neu-

ral networks with leakage time-varying delay.

As we know, stochastic model plays a very important

role in the branches of economics, industry and science,

and a particular research branch is the stochastic system

with Markovian jumping parameters. Markovian jumping

systems are regarded as a special class of hybrid systems,

which are described by a discrete-time finite-state Marko-

vian process, and a continuous-time state represented by

differential equations. It has been proved that the state of

neural network can jump from one mode to another ac-
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cording to Markovian chain when the structures of net-

works are subjected to unexpected matters, such as com-

ponents failures or repairs, or due to sudden external en-

vironmental disturbance. Because the Markovian jump-

ing systems have the advantage in modeling these dynamic

systems mentioned above, much progress has been made

about stability analysis, impulsive response and state esti-

mation of stochastic neural networks with Markovian jump-

ing parameters[26−30] .

On the other hand, it is commonly hard or even impos-

sible to directly obtain the complete neuron states in some

practical neural networks systems, so it is sometimes nec-

essary to estimate neuron states from the available mea-

surements so that the neural networks can be made full

use of in practice. Recently, the state estimation of neural

networks has been a hot topic and many important results

are reported[31−39]. For instance, the state estimator is de-

signed for bidirectional associative memory neural networks

with leakage delays in [39]. Most recently, the problems of

H∞ state estimation are also investigated for static neural

networks with time-varying delays[40−41]. But the systems

studied in [40−41] are only about the deterministic neu-

ral networks, the stochastic perturbation and leakage delay

have not been taken into account. Up to now, to the best

of our knowledge, the research results about H∞ state es-

timation for stochastic neural networks with leakage delays

have not been reported, which motivates the present study.

In this paper, the H∞ state estimation problem for a

class of stochastic neural networks with time-varying dis-

crete delay and leakage delay is investigated. By employing

a suitable Lyapunov functional and introducing a new in-

equality technic, a mode-dependent linear state estimator

is designed and obtained such that the error system is not

only exponentially stable, but also satisfies a prescribed H∞
norm level, the sufficient conditions to make the error sys-

tem exponentially stable are given and proved by solving

a set of strict linear matrix inequalities. Finally, examples

and simulations are presented to show the effectiveness of

the proposed methods, and the mutual effects among dis-

crete delay, leakage delay, time-delay′s derivative and at-

tenuation level are discussed. Experiment analysis reveals

that the effects of leakage delay on the stability of neural

networks can not be neglected.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The H∞
state estimate problems for delayed neural networks with

Markovian jump parameters and mixed delays are formu-

lated in Section 2. Sections 3 is dedicated to presenting

delay-dependent criteria to ensure the existence of state es-

timator. Two examples and simulations are provided to

illustrate the effectiveness and performance of the proposed

approaches in Section 4. Also some discussions and com-

parisons are given in Section 4. Finally, we draw some con-

clusions in Section 5.

Notation. Throughout this paper, if not explicitly

stated, matrices are assumed to have compatible dimen-

sions. The notation M > (≥, <,≤) 0 means that the sym-

metric matrix M is positive-definite (positive-semidefinite,

negative, negative-semidefinite). λmin(·) and λmax(·) de-

note the minimum and the maximum eigenvalue of the

corresponding matrix; The superscript “T” stands for the

transpose of a matrix; E{·} is the expectation operator,

the shorthand diag{· · ·} denotes the block diagonal matrix;

‖·‖ represents the Euclidean norm for vector or the spectral

norm of matrices. I refers to an identity matrix of appropri-

ate dimensions, ∗ means the symmetric terms. Sometimes,

the arguments of a function will be omitted in the analysis

when no confusion can arise.

2 Problem formulation

Let rt, t ≥ 0 be a right-continuous Markov chain defined

on a complete probability space (Ω,F , P ) and taking dis-

crete values in a finite state space S = {1, 2, · · · , N} with

generator Π = (πij)N×N given by

P{r(t+ Δ) = j|r(t) = i} =

{
πijΔ + o(Δ), i �= j

1 + πijΔ + o(Δ), i = j

(1)

where Δ > 0, πij ≥ 0 is the transition rate from i to j while

πii = −∑
j �=i πij .

Let us consider the following neural networks with time

delay and subject to noise disturbances:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dx(t) = [−A(rt)x(t− δ(t)) +W0(rt)f(x(t))+

W1(rt)f(x(t− τ (t))) +B1(rt)v(t)]dt+

[C(rt)x(t) +D(rt)x(t− τ (t)) +W2(rt)f(x(t))+

W3(rt)f(x(t− τ (t)))]dω(t)

y(t) = E(rt)x(t− δ(t)) + φ(x(t)) +B2(rt)v(t)

z(t) = H(rt)x(t)

x(t) = ζ(t), ∀t ∈ [−ρ, 0]
(2)

where x(t) = [x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xn(t)]T ∈ Rn is the state

vector of the neural network associated with n neurons,

y(t) ∈ Rm is the network measurement, z(t) ∈ Rp is

the signal to be estimated, which is a linear combina-

tion of the states, and v(t) ∈ Rq is the noise input be-

longing to L2[0,∞). ω(t) is an m-dimensional Brown-

ian motion defined on a probability space (Ω, F, P ), which

is assumed to satisfy E{dω(t)} = 0, E{dω2(t)} = dt.

A(rt) = diag{a1(rt), a2(rt), · · · , an(rt)} is a diagonal ma-

trix with positive entries with ai(rt) > 0(i = 1, 2, · · · , n).

f(x(t)) = [f(x1(t)), f(x2(t)), · · · , f(xn(t))]T ∈ Rn denotes

the neuron activation function, φ(x(t)) is nonlinear distur-

bance, which is bounded and satisfies Lipschitz condition,

and W0(rt), W1(rt), W2(rt), W3(rt) are the connection

weight matrices and the delayed connection weight matri-

ces, respectively. B1(rt), B2(rt), C(rt), E(rt), D(rt) and

H(rt) are known real constant matrices with compatible di-

mensions, ρ = max(τ, δ). The δ(t), τ (t) denote leakage and

the transmission delay that satisfy:

0 ≤ δ̇(t) ≤ ρσ, δ(t) ≤ δ, 0 ≤ τ (t) ≤ τ, τ̇ (t) ≤ μ < 1 (3)

where ρσ, δ and μ are some positive scalars. ζ(t) is real-

valued continuous initial condition in [−ρ, 0]. For the pur-
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pose of simplicity, in the sequel, for each rt = i ∈ S, A(rt),

W0(rt), W1(rt) are denoted by Ai, W0i, W1i and so on.

Throughout the paper, we assume that ω(t) and r(t) are

independent.

In order to estimate the state of system (2), we construct

the following full-order state estimator:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dx̂(t) = [−Aix̂(t− δ(t)) +W0if(x̂(t))+

W1if(x̂(t− τ (t)))+

Ki[y(t) − Eix̂(t− δ(t)) − φ(t, x̂(t))]dt+

[Cix̂(t) +Dix̂(t− τ (t)) +W2if(x̂(t))+

W3if(x̂(t− τ (t)))]dω(t)

ẑ(t) = Hix̂(t)

x̂(t) = ζ(t), ∀t ∈ [−ρ, 0]

(4)

where x̂(t) ∈ Rn is the estimated state, ŷ(t) ∈ Rm is esti-

mated output, and K ∈ Rn×m is the state estimator gain

matrix to be determined.

Assumption 1. (H1) For i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, ∀x, y ∈
R, x �= y, the neuron activation functions fi(·) are contin-

uous, bounded and satisfy:

| fi(x) − fi(y) |≤ li | x− y | (5)

with L = diag{l1, l2, · · · , ln}.
(H2) The nonlinear disturbance φ(t, x(t)) is bounded and

satisfies the following Lipschitz condition:

| φi(x) − φi(y) |≤ Gi | x− y |, ∀x, y ∈ R, x �= y (6)

where G = diag{G1, G2, · · · , Gn} is a known constant di-

agonal matrix.

Lemma 1[29]. For any constant symmetric positive def-

inite matrix J ∈ Rm×m, scalar η and the vector function

ν : [0, η] → Rm, the following inequality holds:

η

∫ η

0

νT(s)Jν(s)ds ≥ (

∫ η

0

ν(s)ds)TJ(

∫ η

0

ν(s)ds).

Lemma 2[29]. For given proper dimensions constant ma-

trix Φ1,Φ2 and Φ3, where ΦT
1 = Φ1 and ΦT

2 = Φ2 > 0, then

we have Φ1 + ΦT
3 Φ−1

2 Φ3 < 0 if and only if the following

linear matrix inequalities hold:[
Φ1 ΦT

3

∗ −Φ2

]
< 0, or

[
−Φ2 Φ3

∗ Φ1

]
< 0.

Lemma 3[42]. Let vector function x(t), ϕ(t), g(t) satisfy

the stochastic differential equation

dx(t) = ϕ(t)dt+ g(t)dω(t) (7)

where ω(t) is a Brownian motion. For any constant matrix

Z ≥ 0 and scalar h > 0, the following inequality holds

− h

∫ t

t−h

ϕT(s)Zϕ(s)ds ≤
[

x(t)

x(t− h)

]T [
−Z Z

Z −Z

] [
x(t)

x(t− h)

]
+

[
x(t)

x(t− h)

]T [
Z

−Z

] ∫ t

t−h

g(s)dω(t).

(8)

3 Main results

In this section, we firstly consider the filtering error sys-

tem with v(t) = 0 is exponentially mean-square stable, then

the system (2) becomes following:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dx(t) = [−Aix(t− δ(t)) +W0if(x(t))+

W1if(x(t− τ (t)))]dt+

[Cix(t) +Dix(t− τ (t)) +W2if(x(t))+

W3if(x(t− τ (t)))]dω(t)

z(t) = Hix(t)

x(t) = ζ(t), ∀t ∈ [−ρ, 0].

(9)

Define the state estimation error e(t) = x(t) − x̂(t) and

z̃(t) = z(t) − ẑ(t), so we can get

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

de(t) = [−(Ai +KiEi)e(t− δ(t)) +W0iσ1(t)+

W1iσ1(t− τ (t)) −Kiσ2(t)]dt+

[Cie(t) +Die(t− τ (t)) +W2iσ1(t)+

W3iσ1((t− τ (t))]dω(t)

z̃(t) = Hie(t)

(10)

where

σ1(t) = f(t, x(t)) − f(t, x̂(t)) (11)

σ2(t) = φ(t, x(t)) − φ(t, x̂(t)). (12)

The H∞ state estimator problem considered in this paper

is now formulated as follows. Given a prescribed level of

noise attenuation γ > 0, design a suitable state estimator

such that the error system (10) has an H∞ performance γ

satisfying:

1) the error system (10) is exponentially stable in the

mean square sense, that is to say, there exist positive scalars

α, β such that

E{‖e(t, ψ)‖2} ≤ αe−βtE{ sup
−τ≤s≤0

‖ψ(s)‖2}. (13)

2) The H∞ performance E{‖ z̃(t) ‖2} < γ ‖ v(t) ‖2

is guaranteed under zero-initial conditions for all nonzero

v(t) ∈ L2[0,∞), where ‖ z̃(t) ‖2=
√∫ ∞

0
z̃T(t)z̃(t)dt, and

‖ v(t) ‖2=
√∫ ∞

0
vT(t)v(t)dt.

In this section, firstly, we show the error system (10) is

mean square exponential stable, so we can get the following

Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. For given scalars δ > 0, τ > 0, ρσ > 0

and μ > 0, the estimator error system (10) is exponentially

mean-square stable, if there exist matrices Pi > 0, Q > 0,

Rj > 0 (j = 1, 2, 3, 4), matrix Ti and scalars λ1i > 0,

λ2i > 0, λ3i > 0(i ∈ S) such that the following LMI holds

Π =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

Π11 Π12 Π13 Π14

∗ −Pi 0 0

∗ ∗ −2Pi +R1 0

∗ ∗ ∗ −Q

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ < 0 (14)
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where

Π11 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Π11 Π12 R1 Π14 PiW0i PiW1i −Ti

∗ Π22 0 Π24 0 0 0

∗ ∗ Π33 0 0 0 0

∗ ∗ ∗ Π44 Π45 Π46 AT
i Ti

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −λ1i 0 0

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −λ2i 0

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −λ3i

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Π12 = [PiCi 0 PiDi 0 PiW2i PiW3i 0]T

Π13 = [0 − τ (R1Ai + TiEi) 0 0 τR1W0i τR1W1i − τTi]
T

PiKi = Ti

Π14 = [
√
ρσPiAi 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]T

Π11 = −PiAi −AT
i Pi +

N∑
j=1

πijPj +R3 +R4 −R1+

λ1iL
TL+ λ3iG

TG+ δ2R2

Π12 = −TiEi +ET
i T

T
i Ai

Π14 = AT
i PiAi −

N∑
j=1

πijPjAi

Π22 = ρσQ− (1 − ρσ)R4

Π33 = −(1 − μ)R3 −R1 + λ2iL
TL

Π24 = ρσA
T
i PiAi + ET

i T
T
i Ai

Π44 = −R2 +

N∑
j=1

πijA
T
i PjAi

Π45 = −AT
i PiW0i

Π46 = −AT
i PiW1i.

Proof. For a convenient proof, we denote

ϕ(t) = −(Ai +KiEi)e(t− δ(t)) +W0iσ1(t)+

W1iσ1(t− τ (t)) −Kiσ2(t)

g(t) = Cie(t)+Die(t− τ (t))+W2iσ1(t)+W3iσ1(t− τ (t)).

Then, the system (10) can be rewritten as

de(t) = ϕ(t)dt+ g(t)dω(t). (15)

Choose the following Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional can-

didate as

V (e(t), t, i) =
5∑

N=1

VN (e(t), t, i) (16)

where

V1(e(t), t, i) = [e(t) −Ai

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds]T×

Pi[e(t) −Ai

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds]

V2(e(t), t, i) = τ

∫ 0

−τ

∫ t

t+θ

ϕT(s)R1ϕ
T(s)dsdθ

V3(e(t), t, i) = δ

∫ 0

−δ(t)

∫ t

t+θ

eT(s)R2e(s)dsdθ

V4(e(t), t, i) =

∫ t

t−τ(t)

eT(s)R3e(s)ds

V5(e(t), t, i) =

∫ t

t−σ(t)

eT(s)R4e(s)ds.

By Itô differential rule, the stochastic differential of

dV (e(t), t, i) with respect to t along error system (10)

is given by

dV (e(t), t, i) =

5∑
N=1

LVN(e(t), t, i)dt+ 2eT(t)Pig(t)dω(t)

(17)

where

LV1(e(t), t, i) =

2[e(t) −Ai

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds]TPiϕ(t)+

N∑
j=1

πij [e(t) −Ai

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds]T×

Pj [e(t) −Ai

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds] + gT(t)Pig(t) ≤

− 2eT(t)PiAie(t) − 2eT(t)PiKiEie(t− δ(t))+

2eT(t)PiW0iσ1(t) + 2eT(t)PiW1iσ1(t− τ (t))−

2eT(t)PiKiσ2(t) + 2[

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds]TAT
i PiAie(t)+

2[

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds]TAT
i PiKiEie(t− δ(t))−

2[

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds]TAT
i PiW0iσ1(t)−

2[

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds]TAT
i PiW1iσ1(t− τ (t))+

2[

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds]TAT
i PiKiσ2(t)+

2[

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds]TAT
i PiAie(t− δ(t))ρσ+

eT(t)PiAiQ
−1AT

i Pie(t)ρσ+

eT(t− δ(t))Qe(t− δ(t))ρσ + gT(t)Pig(t) (18)

where

ϕ(t) = −Aie(t) − (KiEi + δ̇(t)Ai) + e(t− δ(t))+

W0iσ1(t) +W1iσ1(t− τ (t))−Kiσ2(t).

LV2(e(t), t, i) ≤ τ2ϕT(t)R1ϕ(t)−

τ

∫ t

t−τ

ϕT(s)dsR1ϕ(s)ds. (19)

LV3(e(t), t, i) ≤ δ2eT(t)R2e(t)−

δ

∫ t

t−δ(t)

eT(s)R2e(s)ds. (20)
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LV4(e(t), t, i) = eT(t)R3e(x(t))−
(1 − τ̇(t))eT(t− τ (t))R3e(t− τ (t)). (21)

LV5(e(t), t, i) = eT(t)R4e(x(t))−
(1 − σ̇(t))eT(t− σ(t))R4e(t− σ(t)). (22)

By Lemma 1, we have

− δ

∫ t

t−δ(t)

eT(s)dsR2e(s)ds ≤

−
∫ t

t−δ(t)

eT(s)dsR2

∫ t

t−δ(t)

e(s)ds

(23)

and applying Lemma 2, the following inequality can be ob-

tained

− τ

∫ t

t−τ

ϕT(s)dsR1ϕ(s)ds ≤
[

e(t)

e(t− τ (t))

]T [
−R1 R1

R1 −R1

] [
e(t)

e(t− τ (t))

]
+

2

[
e(t)

e(t− τ (t))

] [
R1

−R1

] ∫ t

(t−τ(t))

g(s)dω(s).

(24)

From (11) and (12), we can have

σT
1 (t)ϕ1(t) = [f(x(t)) − f(x̂(t))]T[f(x(t)) − f(x̂(t))] ≤

eT(t)LTLe(t)

σT
2 (t)σ2(t) = [φ(x(t))− φ(x̂(t))]T×

[φ(x(t)) − φ(x̂(t))] ≤
eT(t)GTGe(t)

and

σT
1 (t− τ (t))σ1(t− τ (t)) ≤

eT(t− τ (t))LTLe(t− τ (t)).

So there exist positive scalars λ1i, λ2i and λ3i such that the

following inequalities hold

− λ1i[σ
T
1 (t)σ1(t) − eT(t)LTLe(t)] ≥ 0 (25)

− λ2i[σ
T
1 (t− τ (t))σ1(t− τ (t))−

eT(t− τ (t))LTLe(t− τ (t))] ≥ 0 (26)

− λ3i[σ
T
2 (t)σ2(t) − eT(t)GTGe(t)] ≥ 0. (27)

Using inequalities (18)−(22) and (24), then by adding

the terms on the left sides of (25)−(27) to the right side of

(17), and considering (23), we can get

LV (e(t), t, i) ≤ ξT(t)Γξ(t) + θ(t) (28)

where

ξT(t) = [eT(t) eT(t− δ(t)) eT(t− τ (t))∫ t

t−δ(t)

eT(s)ds σT
1 (t) σT

1 (t− τ (t)) σT
2 (t)]

Γ = Π11 + [Π12]TP−1
i Π12 + [Π13]TR−1

1 Π13+

[Π14]TQ−1Π14

and

θ(t) = 2

[
e(t)

e(t− τ (t))

] [
R1

−R1

] ∫ t

(t−τ(t))

g(s)dω(s). (29)

Be Lemma 1, Γ < 0 is equivalent to

Γ̄ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

Π11 Π12 Π13 Π14

∗ −Pi 0 0

∗ ∗ −PiR
−1
1 Pi 0

∗ ∗ ∗ −Q

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ < 0. (30)

Then pre- and post-multiply the matrix

Γ by diag{I, I, I, I, I, I, R1P
−1
i } and

diag{I, I, I, I, I, I, P−1
i R1}, respectively. Then

substituting Ti = PiKi into Γ, and noting the fact

that Pi > 0, R1 > 0, and PiR
−1
1 Pi − 2Pi + R1 =

(Pi − R1)
TR−1

1 (Pi − R1) ≥ 0, so we can get that

−PiR
−1
1 Pi ≤ −2Pi + R1. From Lemma 2, it is easy to see

that Γ < 0 is equivalent to Π < 0.

By taking expectation on both sides of (17), we can ob-

tain

E{V (e(Tp), T p, r(Tp))} − V (e(0), 0, r0) =

E
{ ∫ Tp

0

LVi(e(t), t, r(t))
}
≤

− β

∫ Tp

0

E{eT(t)e(t)}dt (31)

where β = mini∈Sλmin(−Γ) > 0.

On the other hand, it follows from (16) that

E{V (e(t), t, i)} ≥ bE{e(t)Te(t)}

where b = mini∈S

(
λmin(Pi)

)
> 0. So we can get

E{e(t)Te(t)} ≤ b−1V (e(0), 0, r0)−

b−1β

∫ Tp

0

E{eT(t)e(t)}dt. (32)

Applying Gronwall-Bellman Lemma to the inequality

(32), we can obtain

E{e(t)Te(t)} ≤ b−1V (e(0), 0, r0)e
−βb−1T .

Noting that there exists a scalar c > 0 such that

b−1V (e(0), 0, r0) ≤ c sup
−ρ≤θ≤0

| e(θ) |2 . (33)

So by (13), we can draw the conclusion that the error system

(10) is exponentially mean square stable. �
Remark 1. In order to convert nonlinear matrix in-

equality into strict LMIs, the fact −PiR
−1
1 Pi ≤ −2 Pi +R1

is used in the proof of Theorem 1, thus it is very convenient

to get the feasible solution through Matlab LMI Toolbox.

Next, we will establish the H∞ performance for the error

estimation system (10), when v(t) �= 0, the following error
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estimation system can be obtained:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

de(t) = de(t)[−(Ai +KiEi)e(t− δ(t)) +W0iσ1(t)+

W1iσ1(t− τ (t))−Kiσ2(t)+

(B1i −KiB2i)v(t)]dt+

[Cie(t) +Die(t− τ (t)) +W2iσ1(t)+

W3iσ1(t− τ (t))]dω(t)

z̃(t) = Hie(t).

(34)

Define

J(t) = E{
∫ ∞

0

[ẑT(s)ẑ(s) − γ2vT(s)v(s)]ds} (35)

so we can get the following Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. For given scalars δ > 0, τ > 0, ρσ > 0, and

μ > 0, the error estimation system (34) is exponentially

mean-square stable with a prescribed H∞ disturbance at-

tenuation level γ, if there exist positive definite matrices

Pi, Rj , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, Ti, and scalars λ1i > 0, λ2i > 0,

λ3i > 0 (i ∈ S) such that the following LMI holds

Γ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

Π
11

Π12 Π
13

Π14

∗ −Pi 0 0

∗ ∗ −2Pi +R1 0

∗ ∗ ∗ −Q

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ < 0 (36)

where

Π
11

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Π̄11 Π12 R1 Π14 PiW0i PiW1i −Ti Π19

∗ Π22 0 Π24 0 0 0 0

∗ ∗ Π33 0 0 0 0 0

∗ ∗ ∗ Π44 Π45 Π46 AT
i Ti Π49

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −λ1i 0 0 0

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −λ2i 0 0

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −λ3i 0

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γ2I

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Π̄11 = −PiAi −AT
i Pi +

N∑
j=1

πijPj +R3 +R4 −R1+

λ1iL
TL+ λ3iG

TG+ δ2R2 +HiHi

Π̄13 = [0 − (τTiEi + τPiAi) 0 0 τPiW0i τPiW1i−
τTi τPiB1i − τTiB2i]

T

Π19 = τPiB1i − τTiB2i

Π49 = −AT
i PiB1i +AT

i TiB2i.

The other terms are the same as in the Theorem 1.

Proof. Taking the same Lyapunov functional and the

same proof method as the Theorem 1, we can obtain

L{V (e(t), t) ≤
∫ ∞

0

ηT(t)Πη(t) + θ(t) (37)

where

η(t) = [ξT(t) vT(t)]T.

Π = Π
11

+ [Π12]TP−1
i Π12 + [Π

13
]TR−1

1 Π
13

+ [Π14]TQ−1Π14

therefore we can get

J(t) = E{
∫ ∞

0

[eT(s)HT
i Hie(s) − γ2vT(s)v(s)+

LV (e(s), s, i)]ds} − E{V (e(s), s, i)ds} ≤∫ ∞

0

ηT(t)Πη(t).

Therefore, follow the same lines of proof of Theorem 1,

the state estimation error system (34) is exponentially

mean-square stable with a prescribed H∞ disturbance at-

tenuation level γ.

Under the zero-initial condition, we can obtain that

V (t) |t=0= 0 and V (t) > 0, then for any nonzero v(t) ∈
L2[0,∞), the following inequality holds:

J(t)≤E{
∫ ∞

0

[ẑT(t)ẑT(t)−γ2vT(t)v(t)]dt} − E{LV (t)} < 0.

Remark 2. In Theorem 2, some LMI-based conditions

are presented to guarantee the exponential stability of

error system (34). The established criterion is dependent

on the leakage delay δ and the transmission delay τ , μ,

ρσ and λ. By Matlab LMI Control Toolbox, the allowable

time delay conditions can be determined by solving the

following optimization problems:

Case 1. Estimate the allowable maximum time delay δ.

Optimization 1. Maximize δ, s.t. LMI (36) holds, and

μ, ρσ, τ and λ fixed.

Case 2. Estimate the allowable maximum time delay τ .

Optimization 2. Maximize τ , s.t. LMI (36) holds, and

μ, ρσ, δ and λ fixed.

Case 3. Estimate the allowable minimum disturbance

attenuation level γ.

Optimization 3. Minimize λ, s.t. LMI (36) holds, and

μ, ρσ, δ and τ fixed.

In particular, when δ(t) = δ, the error system (2) will

become the following one:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

de(t) = [−(Ai +KiEi)e(t− δ) +W0iσ1(t)+

W1iσ1(t− τ (t)) −Kiσ2(t)]dt+

[Cie(t) +Die(t− τ (t)) +W2iσ1(t)+

W3iσ1(t− τ (t))]dω(t)

z̃(t) = Hie(t).

(38)

So for system (38), we can obtain the following

Corollary 1.

Corollary 1. For given scalar δ > 0, τ > 0, μ > 0, the

estimator error system (38) is exponentially mean-square

stable with a prescribed H∞ disturbance attenuation level

γ, if there exist positive definite matrices Pi > 0, R1 > 0,

R2 > 0, R3 > 0, R4 > 0, Ti, and scalars λ1i > 0, λ2i > 0,

λ3i > 0 (i ∈ S) such that the following LMI holds

Γ =

⎡
⎢⎣ Π11 Π12 Π

13

∗ −Pi 0

∗ ∗ −2Pi +R1

⎤
⎥⎦ < 0 (39)
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where

Π11 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Π̄11 Π12 R1 Π14 PiW0i PiW1i −Ti Π18

∗ Π22 0 Π24 0 0 0 0

∗ ∗ Π33 0 0 0 0 0

∗ ∗ ∗ Π44 Π45 Π46 AT
i Ti Π48

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −λ1i 0 0 0

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −λ2i 0 0

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −λ3i 0

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γ2I

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Π̄11 = −PiAi −AT
i Pi +

N∑
j=1

πijPj +R3 −R1 + λ1iL
TL+

λ3iG
TG+ δ2R2 +HiHi

Π̄13 = [−τR1Ai − τTiEi 0 0 τR1W0i τR1W1i −

τTi τ (R1B1i − τTiB2i)]
T

Π18 = PiB1i − τTiB2i

Π22 = −R4

Π24 = ET
i T

T
i Ai, Π48 = −AT

i PiB1i +AT
i TiB2i

the other terms are the same as in Theorem 1.

4 Numerical example

In this section, two numerical examples with simulation

results have been provided to demonstrate the effectiveness

of the proposed H∞ state estimator design method.

Example 1. Consider a two-neuron stochastic neural

network with Markovian jump parameters and mixed time

delays (2) with the following parameters:

Mode 1:

A1 =

[
1 0

0 2

]
, W01 =

[
0.2 0.3

0.1 0.5

]
,

W11 =

[
0.3 0.2

−0.2 −0.3

]
, W21 =

[
0.2 −0.4

0.1 0.3

]
,

W31 =

[
0.1 −0.3

−0.2 0.2

]
, E1 =

[
0.2 0.3

0.2 0.4

]
,

C1 =

[
0.4 −0.1

0.2 −0.2

]
, D1 =

[
0.2 −0.3

0.2 0.2

]
,

B11 =
[

0.2 0.1
]
, B21 =

[
0.1 −0.2

]
,

H1 =
[

0.1 0.2
]
.

Mode 2:

A2 =

[
2 0

0 1.3

]
, W02 =

[
0.4 0.5

0.3 0.2

]
,

W12 =

[
0.1 0.3

−0.2 −0.2

]
, W22 =

[
−0.2 0.2

−0.3 0.1

]
,

W32 =

[
−0.3 0.1

−0.2 0.4

]
, E2 =

[
0.1 −0.2

−0.2 0.3

]
,

C2 =

[
0.2 −0.3

0.2 0.2

]
, D2 =

[
0.3 0.1

0.2 −0.3

]
,

B12 =
[

0.2 −0.3
]
, B22 =

[
0.1 0.3

]
,

H2 =
[

0.2 0.1
]
.

Let the Markov process governing the mode switching

has generator

∏
=

[
−0.3 0.3

0.7 −0.7

]
.

Take the activation functions as follows:

f(x) = 0.05(| x+ 1 | − | x− 1 |)
φ(x(t)) = tanh(x).

Then we can easily get L = diag{0.1, 0.1} and G =

diag{1, 1}. When taking v(t) = 0.01e−tsin(0.02t), t > 0,

by using the Matlab LMI Toolbox to solve the LMI (36),

the filter gain matrix can be obtained as

K1 =

[
0.423 9 −0.425 7

0.042 7 −0.285 8

]

K2 =

[
0.424 0 0.408 3

−0.471 6 −0.477 5

]
.

The upper bounds of delays δ, τ and minimum value

γ to guarantee the stability of system (10) are listed in

Tables 1–6, where “ − ” means that LMI (36) has no feasi-

ble solution. Table 1 shows the maximum allowable upper

bound δ for different values of ρσ, which means that the

bound of the derivative of the leakage-time-vary delay is

very effective and plays an important role in obtaining the

feasible results.

Table 1 Allowable upper bounds of δ with different values of

ρσ , μ = 0.5, τ = 0.15 and γ = 0.1

ρσ 0 0.03 0.09 0.2 0.25 0.35

δ 0.181 3 0.179 4 0.149 5 0.089 0 0.057 9 −

Table 2 Allowable upper bounds of τ for different values of δ,

γ = 0.1, ρσ=0.01, μ = 0.5

δ 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

τ 0.386 7 0.288 7 0.241 5 0.129 2 −

From Table 2 above, we can see that when fixing the

values of μ, ρσ and γ, the allowable upper bound value of
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τ is affected by δ, especially when δ = 0.2, the feasible

solution cannot be obtained.

Since the main aim of H∞ state estimation is to design

a signal estimator for a given system such that the L2 gain

of state estimation error will be less than a prescribed level,

the following Tables 3 and 4 show the effects on minimum

allowable bounds of the prescribed level γ for different δ

and τ .

Table 3 Minimum allowable bounds of γ for different value of

τ , ρσ = 0.02, δ = 0.12 and μ = 0.5

τ 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.32

γ 0.017 7 0.022 2 0.031 9 0.217 1 −

Table 4 Minimum allowable bounds of γ for different

values of δ, ρσ = 0.02, τ = 0.2 and μ = 0.5

δ 0.03 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.18

γ 0.017 4 0.022 5 0.031 8 0.071 7 0.224 3

When ρσ is a non-zero constant, the allowable upper

bounds of τ for different values of μ are listed in Table 5.

Table 5 Minimum allowable bounds of τ for different

values of γ = 0.1, ρσ = 0.1 and δ = 0.15

μ 0 0.2 0.5 0.8

τ 0.141 3 0.136 4 0.129 2 0.127 6

Especially, when leakage delay δ(t) = δ, namely, leakage

delay is constant, the studied system will become the error

system (38), so from Corollary 1, we can have the following

research result listed in Table 6, which shows the effect on

τ for different μ.

Remark 3. Comparing Tables 5 and 6, when leakage de-

lay δ(t) = δ, the scope of maximum allowable upper bound

value of τ is expanded, so the conservatism of systems has

been reduced.

Table 6 Allowable upper bounds of τ with different values of

μ, ρσ = 0, δ = 0.15 and γ = 0.1

μ 0 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.9 0.97

τ 0.302 5 0.300 4 0.294 6 0.288 6 0.288 6 0.288 6

When leakage delay does not exist in the system, Table 7

shows the effect of different μ on τ .

Table 7 Allowable upper bounds of τ with different values of

μ, ρσ = 0, δ = 0 and γ = 0.1

μ 0 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.9 0.97

τ 0.401 3 0.396 1 0.386 7 0.374 5 0.374 5 0.374 5

Remark 4. Comparing Tables 6 and 7, when leakage

delay δ(t) = 0, namely, leakage delay does not exist, the

maximum allowable upper bound value of τ can improve

further, the conservatism of system can also be reduced.

Remark 5. By comparing Tables 5–7, we can see that

when leakage delay is constant and even does not exist, the

allowable upper bound values of τ change with the change

of δ(t) and ρσ accordingly, which shows that the stability

of system (2) and (10) is affected by leakage delay.

At the same time, by choosing the same parameters as in

Example 1, the initial values of state are chosen as x(0) =

[1.5 − 1]T, x̂(0) = [−1 1]T, and the initial value of leakage

delay state is chosen as xδ(0) = [0.2 − 0.5]T, δ = 0.1,

γ = 0.3, μ = 0.1, ρ = 0.01, τ = 0.2. By the Matlab

software, the state estimation and filtering error simulation

results are obtained and are shown in Figs. 1−5, in which

Fig. 1 State trajectories of x1(t) and x̂1(t)

Fig. 2 State trajectories of x2(t) and x̂2(t)

Figs. 1 and 2 show the true states x1, x2 and their estima-

tions, respectively, Fig. 3 shows the response of the filtering

error e(t), Fig. 4 shows the signal z(t) to be estimated, Fig. 5

shows the switching modes at different time. The simula-

tion results confirm further the effectiveness of Theorem 2

for the H∞ state estimator design for system (2) and (10).

Then by choosing the same initial values, we can get the

simulation curves of the mean square of x1(t), x2(t) and

e(t), which are plotted in Figs. 6−8. From Figs. 6−8 we can

see that system (9) and (10) are mean square stable.
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Fig. 3 Response of the filtering error state e(t) of H∞

Fig. 4 The signal to be estimated z(t)

Fig. 5 The simulation of system mode r(t) = 1, 2 in Example 1

Remark 6. In [17], a class of mixed recurrent neural

networks with time delay in the leakage term under im-

pulsive perturbations has been investigated, but stochas-

tic disturbance has not been included and our research re-

sult has extended to the state estimation of stochastic sys-

tem. In [40, 41], H∞ state estimation for neural networks

with mode-dependent time-varying delays is studied, but

the leakage term is not involved.

Fig. 6 State trajectories of the mean square of x1(t)

Fig. 7 State trajectories of the mean square of x2(t)

Fig. 8 Mean square of estimation error e(t)

Example 2. Consider a three-neuron two-mode stochas-

tic neural network with Markovian jump parameters and

mixed time delays (2) with parameters as follows:

Model 1

A1 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 1 0 0

0 2.2 0

0 0 2.3

⎤
⎥⎦ , W01 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.2 0.3 0.2

0.1 0.5 0.4

0.2 0.1 0.3

⎤
⎥⎦ ,
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W11 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.1 −0.1 0.4

0.2 0.2 0.3

0.5 0.4 −0.3

⎤
⎥⎦ , E1 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.2 −0.2 0.1

0.4 0.1 0.3

0.1 −0.2 0.1

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

W21 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.1 0.5 0.2

0.3 0.25 0.12

0.2 0.1 0.22

⎤
⎥⎦ , W31 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.3 0.22 0.12

0.2 0.5 0.4

0.1 0.4 0.3

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

C1 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.2 0.3 0.1

0.2 0.4 0.5

0.5 0.3 0.1

⎤
⎥⎦ ,D1 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.4 0.2 0.1

0.2 0.2 0.8

0.1 0.3 0.2

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

B11 =

⎡
⎢⎣

0.2

0.1

0.3

⎤
⎥⎦ , B12 =

⎡
⎢⎣

0.2

0.1

−0.2

⎤
⎥⎦ ,H1 =

[
0.1 0.2 0.3

]
.

Mode 2

A2 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.5 0 0

0 0.2 0

0 0 2.2

⎤
⎥⎦ , W02 =

⎡
⎢⎣ −0.4 0.2 0.2

−0.3 0.5 0.2

−0.3 0.2 0.2

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

W12 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 3 0 0

0 1.2 0

0 0 3.2

⎤
⎥⎦ , W22 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.4 0.5 0.1

0.3 0.2 0.1

0.3 0.17 0.1

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

W32 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.4 −0.2 0.3

0.3 0.2 −0.3

−0.3 0.2 −0.1

⎤
⎥⎦ , E2 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.2 0.2 0.1

0.3 0.2 −0.2

0.1 0.2 −0.2

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

C2 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.1 0.2 −0.1

−0.2 0.1 0.3

0.4 0.2 0.1

⎤
⎥⎦ ,D2 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.3 −0.2 0.1

0.2 0.5 −0.3

−0.2 0.3 0.6

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

B21 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.1

−0.2

0.3

⎤
⎥⎦ , B22 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.2

0.2

0.1

⎤
⎥⎦ ,H2 =

[
0.2 0.3 0.1

]
.

Let the Markov process governing the mode switching that

has the generator

∏
=

[
−0.4 0.4

0.6 −0.6

]
.

The other parameters are the same as in Example 1, by

solving LMI (36), the following filtering gain matrix can be

obtained as

K′
1 =

⎡
⎢⎣

0.697 0 0.249 7

−0.507 8 0.693 4

0.435 0 −0.139 2

⎤
⎥⎦

K′
2 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0.418 6 0.523 0

3.687 4 −1.266 2

0.912 2 0.180 9

⎤
⎥⎦ .

SubstitutingK′
1, K

′
2 into (2) and (4), the initial state values

are chosen as x1(0) = [3 1.5 −1]T, the initial values of state

estimation are chosen as x̂1(0) = [−1 − 2 1]T, the initial

value of estimation error is chosen as e(0) = [4 3.5 −
2]T, the state responses of the plant and estimation are

respectively given in Figs. 9−12, and the simulation results

confirm further that our design methods of state estimator

are effective.

Remark 7. In [36], H∞ filter design for stochas-

tic Markovian jump Hopfield neural networks with mode-

dependent time-varying delays is studied, but the leakage

term is not involved.

Fig. 9 State trajectories of x1(t) and x̂1(t)

Fig. 10 State trajectories of x2(t) and x̂2(t)

Fig. 11 State trajectories of x3(t) and x̂3(t)
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Fig. 12 Response of the state estimator error e(t) of H∞

5 Conclusions

In this paper, the H∞ state estimator problem for a class

of stochastic neural networks with Markovian jumping pa-

rameters and leakage delay is investigated. By employing

a suitable Lyapunov functional and inequality technic, the

sufficient conditions are provided to make the error sys-

tem not only exponentially stable, but they also satisfy a

prescribed H∞ norm level. All results are expressed and

obtained in terms of strict LMIs. Finally, examples and

simulations are presented to show the effectiveness of the

proposed methods, and discussions about the effect of leak-

age delay on stability are presented. The numerical analysis

reveal that the leakage delay in the system has some influ-

ence on conservatism of systems and noise attenuation level

of H∞ state estimator.
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